Object detection and recognition is a common problem related to fault diagnosis in engineering or analysis of changes in biomedical data observations. As such data are often contaminated by noise it is necessary to reduce its effect during this process as well. The paper presents the application of wavelet transform to perform these task using the three dimensional wavelet decomposition, coefficients thresholding and object reconstruction. The proposed method is verified for simulated data at first and then applied for processing of backbone parts to emphasize its selected components. The goal of the paper is in (i) the presentation of the three-dimensional wavelet transform, (ii) discussion of its use for volume data de-nosing, and (iii) proposal of the following data extraction to allow their classification. The paper compares numerical results achieved by the use of different wavelet functions and thresholding methods with the experience of an expert to propose the best algorithmic approach to this problem.
Introduction
Multi-dimensional data analysis [29, 28] and multiresolution modelling form a specific area of digital signal processing with many interdisciplinary applications having the common mathematical background. The interest in this area is closely connected with the three-dimensional modelling and visualization.
The main goal of the paper is to show the denoising algorithms based upon the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) that can be applied successfully to enhance noisy multidimensional magnetic resonance (MR) data sets including the two-dimensional (2-D) image slices and three-dimensional (3-D) image volumes. Noise removal or de-noising is an important task in image processing used to recover a volume data that has been corrupted by noise.
Main topics discussed include the visualization of 2-D MR slices and 3-D image volumes. The application of the proposed algorithms is mainly in the area of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) as an imaging technique used primarily in medical field [14, 12] to produce high quality images of the soft tissues of the human body. An insight to the visualization of MRI data sets i.e. 2-D image slices or 3-D image volumes is of paramount importance to the medical doctors. Fig. 1 presents an example of such data allowing to study selected vertebrae slices and to separate its anatomic components [3, 5, 32, 15] together with the analysis of their structure, sizes and positions. Mathematical methods discussed further are used (i) to enhance such data and (ii) to find information important for the appropriate treatment.
The discrete wavelet transform [6, 27, 20, 23] plays an increasingly important role in the de-noising of MR images. The three-dimensional (3-D) digital image processing, and in particular 3-D DWT, is a rapidly developing research area with applications in many scientific fields such as biomedicine, seismology, remote sensing, material science, etc [19] . The 3-D DWT algorithms are implemented as an extension of the existing 2-D algorithms. The performance of the de-noising algorithms are quantitatively assessed using different criteria namely the mean square error (MSE), peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and the visual appearance. The results are discussed in accordance to the type of noise and wavelets implemented. Selected vertebrae slices and the threedimensional visualization of the backbone region 2 Three-Dimensional Wavelet Decomposition Wavelet transform [6, 24, 27, 20] provides mathematical tools for time-scale signal analysis in the similar way as the short time Fourier transform (STFT) in the time-frequency domain. The main difference is in the use of time limited analysing wavelet functions allowing different scale resolution for dilated initial wavelet. Wavelet series constructed with two parameters, scale and translation, provide in this way the ability to zoom in on the transient behavior of the signal. The continuous wavelet transform [16] is defined as the convolution of x(t) with a wavelet function, W (t), shifted in time by a translation parameter b and a dilation parameter a (Eq. (1))
The discrete form of the wavelet transform is based upon the discretization of parameters (a, b) on the timescale plane corresponding to a discrete set of continuous basis functions. This can be achieved defining
for a j = a 
Wavelet analysis is simply the process of decomposing a signal into shifted and scaled versions of a mother (initial) wavelet. An important property of wavelet analysis is perfect reconstruction, which is the process of reassembling a decomposed signal or image into its original form without loss of information. For decomposition and reconstruction the scaling function Φ jk (t) and the wavelet W jk (t) are used in the form
where m stands for dilation or compression and k is the translation index. Every basis function W is orthogonal to every basis function Φ.
The one-dimensional wavelet transform of a discretetime signal x(n) (n = 0, 1, . . . , N) is performed by convolving signal x(n) with both a half-band low-pass filter L and high-pass filter H and downsampling by two. Figure 2 . The decomposition tree of the three-dimensional volume decomposition using discrete wavelet transform for columns rows and slices producing 8 subvolumes in the first decomposition stage where c(n) represent the approximation coefficients for n = 0, 1, 2 . . . , N − 1 and d(n) are the detail coefficients, h 0 and h 1 , are coefficients of the discrete-time filters L and H respectively
resulting in the separable, sub-band process. Similar decomposition process can be applied for multi-dimensional signals. The three-dimensional wavelets [28, 26, 14, 18] can be constructed as separable products of 1-D wavelets by successively applying a 1-D analyzing wavelet in three spatial directions (x, y, z). Fig. 2 shows a one-level separable 3-D discrete wavelet decomposition [27] of an image volume. The volume F (x, y, z) is firstly filtered along the x-dimension, resulting in a low-pass image L(x, y, z) and a high-pass image H(x, y, z). Both L and H are then filtered along the y-dimension, resulting in four decomposed sub-volumes: LL, LH, HL and HH. Then each of these four subvolumes are filtered along the z-dimension, resulting in eight sub-volumes: LLL, LLH, LHL, LHH, HLL, HLH, HHL and HHH .
The reduction of noise present in images is an important aspect of image processing. De-noising is a procedure to recover a signal that has been corrupted by noise. After discrete wavelet decomposition the resulting coefficients can be modified to eliminate undesirable signal components. To implement wavelet thresholding a wavelet shrinkage method for de-noising the image has been verified. The proposed algorithm to be used consists of the following steps: Thresholding is a technique used for signal and image de-noising. The shrinkage rule define how we apply the threshold. There are two main approaches which are:
• Hard thresholding deletes all coefficients that are smaller than the threshold λ and keeps the others unchanged. The hard thresholding is defined by relation
where λ is the threshold and the coefficients that are above the threshold are the only ones to be considered. The coefficients whose absolute values are lower than the threshold are set to zero.
• Soft thresholding deletes the coefficients under the threshold, but scales the ones that are left. The general soft shrinkage rule is defined relation Results of this process applied for a simulated noisy volume processing is presented in Fig. 3 . Threshold limits are estimated separately for each subvolume coefficients [30] using a specific algorithm based upon values of wavelet coefficients. Fig. 4 presents the whole process for a selected volume slice starting with the simulated volume and resulting in its reconstruction after the decomposition into the first level. The initial stage of such data processing includes image de-nosing [31, 2, 17] for artifacts rejection. Fig. 7 presents the typical noise analysis using MRI data subvolume selected from area outside the observed body. To study the effect of real data de-nosing the similar noise has been added to real data and the three dimensional wavelet transform with different wavelet functions for volume denoising has been applied using median estimates of threshold values. Further possibilities include their adaptive modification [33] . Fig. 6 compares the vertebrae volume before and after de-noising using db4 wavelet function with contours of the first slice in Fig. 8 allowing numerical comparison of original and processed data. Table 1 presents analysis of the use of different wavelet functions and both local and global thresholding approach. Resulting sum of squared differences between evaluated and original values provides the comparison between selected wavelet functions and presents the efficiency of Haar wavelet function in this case.
Volume Components Detection
Volume components extraction of the vertebrae data form the main processing goal to enable precise diagnosis and treatment. The study is based on fundamental data segmen- presents the selected vertebrae slice with an extracted image component and its detail in Fig. 10 . For classification of volumetric segments it is necessary to find their characteristic features. The preliminary studies proved the possibility to use wavelet decomposition again to detect texture complexity and its energy distribution. The following algorithm specify such an approach for each volumetric segment found. Feature vectors can then be classified into the given number of classes using selected clustering methods including neural networks as well.
Conclusion
The paper forms a contribution to the three-dimensional wavelet transform use for the analysis of the vertebrae volume. The general method of the multi-resolution volume decomposition and reconstruction combined with wavelet coefficients thresholding has been applied for volumetric data de-nosing at first.
Volume elements segmentation and classification is mentioned further in connection with wavelet transform use for feature extraction. Resulting algorithms have been used to compare different wavelet functions for rejection of additional noise and proposed methods were then applied for real volumetric data processing to extract their components necessary for a proper analysis, diagnosis and medical treatment.
The following work will be devoted to the threedimensional separation of biomedical volume structures to contribute to the more precise detection of anatomic disorders and proposal of their correction using appropriate visualisation methods including the medical virtual reality tools.
Further mathematical analysis will be devoted to complex wavelet transform use, statistical models, 3D registration, segmentation and visualization in connection with the detail physiological interpretation of results.
